
Goat Paper Bag Puppet
A kids craft



Goat Paper Bag Puppet
Supplies

The essentials:
Scissors ( at least 4)
Print o�s of Face and Beard
Colors or Markers ( save your self and get 
washable!)
Glue or Glue sticks
Paper Bags

Extras:
Googly eyes (try to get these they are a HUGE 
hit)
Giltter
Tiny pom poms
Glitter glue pens
Yarn for Beard ( black, brown, white)

Props we will need that we already    
have:
 Table: (I have a cute old wooden table  
 that is kids hight. But you can use any  
 table and cover with a cute wipable   
 cloth

Supplies that we might have on hand or   
want to buy new:

Informational Props:
 Print o� direction sheet and frame

Props to buy or Make: 
 Easel for Craft Table sign
 Wooden planks to attach signs to

To Have printed:
 Goat Face and Beard ( the beard page  
 has three so you need 3x as many of  
 the “goat face”
 
 Directions Print o�

Sta�:
  Someone stay at the table and help the  
 littles, parents can help but enjoy   
 visiting while someone else helps glue.

Script:
 Not really needed here. But if you want 
 to have goat info you want to impart  
 you can.

Station Packing List:
 We try to always have a list of things  
 needed for the station laminated and in  
 a tub with all the supplies, that way   
 your helpers the day of the event wont  
 miss a  thing!
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SUPPLIES

THE ESSENTIALS
Scissors ( at least 4)
Print o�s of Face and Beard
Colors or Markers ( save your self and get 
washable!)
Glue or Glue sticks
Paper Bags

EXTRAS
Googly eyes (try to get these they are a HUGE 
hit)
Giltter
Tiny pom poms
Glitter glue pens
Yarn for Beard ( black, brown, white)

PROPS
Table
Print o� direction sheet in a Frame
Easel for Craft Table sign
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